
THE VALUE OF SOPHISTICATION



Porcelanosa highlights the sophistication and luxury of finishes:
elegant marbles and stones and high-gloss textured ceramics
 combine with the different wood colors of Par-ker ceramics.

The layout design, framing the glossy textures with wood, 
serves to create private spaces of great beauty and exclusiveness. 

Imagine, combine, mix textures and materials, create.

THE VALUE OF SOPHISTICATION



Miami
PARIS

Rome
Madrid

Biarritz

MALIBU

DISCOVER A NEW WAY OF COMBINING TEXTURES IN...



CALACATA GOLD PULIDO
OXFORD CASTAÑO
METAL PROFILE

in Miami

Imaginative 
combinations 
of marble, wood 
and metal
The best architecture in the world, 
the most sophisticated interior 
design, art collections, exquisite 
landscaping, and award-winning 
chefs. Miami is turning its profile to 
a more sophisticated one that 
consolidates it as a Mecca for art, 
design, and architecture. 
With the combination of different 
ceramic textures, we provide each 
space with a sense of exclusivity and 
sophistication typical of present-day 
Miami.



CALACATA GOLD PULIDO 58,6x58,6cm

OXFORD CASTAÑO 14,3x90cm

Mood Board

in Miami



in PARIS

A BRIGHT 
BATHROOM

THASSOS PULIDO
OXFORD ACERO

City of light, city of love, fashion and 
kitchen capital, a refuge for artists, 
Bohemians... where is the light of 
Paris?
The light of Paris is in each of its 
streets, its houses, its most 
emblematic buildings. 
From the inside of one of them, 
we present this bathroom in neutral 
shades, which transmits a brightness 
so characteristic of this European city.



THASSOS PULIDO 58,6x58,6cm

OXFORD ACERO 14,3x90cm

Mood Board

in PARIS



in Madrid

CONTEMPORARY 

SPIRIT

SENA CALIZA PULIDO
OXFORD ANTRACITA

Madrid is a stunning city that never 
stops renewing itself, while at the 
same time it respects the past. 
This spirit of renewal that permeates 
the new architecture of great 
buildings also spreads to the 
residential districts of Madrid, 
the new buildings of which are 
giving much to talk about.
The beauty and warmth of the 
Par-ker ceramic wood combined 
with polished marbled-effect floors 
bring character and elegance to the 
contemporary house.



SENA CALIZA PULIDO 58,6x58,6cm

OXFORD ANTRACITA
 14,3x90cm

Mood Board

in Madrid



SENA ACERO PULIDO
OXFORD BLANCO

in Biarritz

RENOVATED 
CLASSIC

Biarritz, in the Southwest of France, is a 
tourist resort and one of the most 
welcoming cities in France. This small 
whaling-ship port, converted in the 19th 
century by the grace of Empress Eugenia de 
Montijo, wife of Napoleon III, into a 
fashionable seaside resort, has managed 
with the passage of time, to open itself to all 
influences without sacrificing its own 
identity. 
The combination of materials; white Par-Ker 
wood and steel-color ceramic stone create a 
renovated classic atmosphere, 
commensurate with this city’s own elegance.



SENA ACERO PULIDO 58,6x58,6cm

OXFORD BLANCO 14,3x90cm

Mood Board

in Biarritz



in Rome

TRADITION AND 
MODERNITY

TRAVERTINO MEDICI PULIDO
OXFORD COGNAC

Rome is known as the “Eternal City” because 
time seems to have stopped in it for 
centuries. Its monuments and the remains of 
impressive buildings make a stroll through 
its streets turn into a travel through time, to 
the time of the capital’s maximum splendor. 
Nevertheless, Rome reinvents itself every 
day, thus becoming a benchmark of 
modernity and creativity, backed by its 
incredible history. The combination of 
textures in warm beige-brown shades evokes 
the colors of its beautiful Trastevere streets.



TRAVERTIN
O MEDICI P

ULIDO 58,6x58,6cm

OXFORD COGNAC 14,3x90cm

Mood Board

in Rome



Malibu, in California, is a paradise of 
contrasts in a stunning natural environment. 
The mixture of mountains and endless 
beaches creates an exotic, different 
landscape. A Mecca for surfers it is, thanks 
to its warm climate, one of the most desired 
and visited places, where many famous 
people have settled down.
The brightness and shine brought by white 
contrasts perfectly with the natural look of 
the Par-Ker wood ceramics, forming a 
hard-to-beat combination.

in MALIBU

ASPEN PULIDO
OXFORD NATURAL
METAL PROFILE

WHITE AND WOOD 

CONTRAST



ASPEN PULIDO 58,6x58,6cm

OXFORD NATURAL 14,3x90cm

Mood Board

in MALIBU



COMBINING IS EXCITING

POLISHED MARBLES & OXFORD COMBINATIONS

CALACATA GOLD PULIDO TRAVERTINO MEDICI PULIDO

COLD COLORS

WARM COLORS

ANTRACITA

BLANCO

NATURAL

CASTAÑO

COGNAC

METAL PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)

METAL PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)



COLD COLORS

WARM COLORS

SENA CALIZA PULIDOTHASSOS PULIDO SENA ACERO PULIDOCARRARA BLANCO PULIDO

POLISHED MARBLES & OXFORD COMBINATIONSPOLISHED MARBLES & OXFORD COMBINATIONS

ASPEN PULIDO

ANTRACITA

SILVER

ACERO

BLANCO

NATURAL

CASTAÑO

COGNAC

ANTRACITA

SILVER

ACERO

BLANCO

NATURAL

CASTAÑO

COGNAC

METAL PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)

METAL PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)

METAL PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)

METAL PROFILE
(OPTIONAL)
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 se reserva el derecho de modificar y/o suprimir ciertos 
modelos expuestos en este catálogo sin previo aviso. Los colores de las 
piezas pueden presentar ligeras diferencias respecto a los originales. Los 
ambientes que se muestran en este catálogo son sugerencias decorativas de 
carácter publicitario debiéndose utilizar en la instalación real las instrucciones  
de colocación editadas por .
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sancionada conforme el Código Penal.
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 reserves the right to amend and/or eliminate certain 
models featured shown in this catalogue without prior warning. The 
colours of the tiles may differ slightly from the originals. The displays 
shown in this catalogue are design proposals for advertising purposes. 
When the material is used in real situations, the installation instructions 
published by  should be followed.

© 2017  
The contents of this catalogue are protected by virtue of the Spanish 
Intellectual Property Act, Royal Legislative Decree 1/1996. The partial or 
total reproduction of this catalogue, without the express authorisation of 
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